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ABSTRACT 
Any production system consist of different factors and they are interrelated to each other. 
Corresponding to each factor there also exist some risk in continuation or failure of that 
production system due to the lack of sufficiency of any factor. since there are 
interrelationship between the factors a fuzzy cognitive map (FCM)has been considered in 
this present model. The factors values are taken in linguistic form i.e., fuzzy form. Now the 
risk is associated with each factor so to relate the risk with the factors a new fuzzy number 
has been introduced in this paper which is named as "double fuzzy number". Some 
properties corresponding to this double fuzzy number also has been introduced. To analyze 
the total risk of the system, the application of this double fuzzy number has been 
considered. The proposed production system has been analyzed with a numerical example.  
 
Keywords: Risk; Fuzzy Cognitive Map; Production; Linguistic Values; Triangular Fuzzy 
Number;Double Fuzzy Number.  
  
1. Introduction 
Fuzzy set was first introduced by Zadeh [20]. It was established to describe the 
nondeterministic situation. Real situations are very often uncertain or vague in a number of 
ways. Due to lack of information, the present and future states of a system is not known 
completely. So fuzzy set theory has an huge application in real world problems. The fuzzy 
set theory has encompassed large area of mathematics. Goguen [8, 9] showed the intention 
of the authors to generalize the classical notion of a set. Zadeh [21] also introduced the 
concept of linguistic variable and its application to approximate reasoning. Dubois and 
Prade [6] presented theory and application on fuzzy set theory. Atanassov and Stoeva [1] 
first introduced intuitonistic fuzzy set. 
        A production system depends upon various factors. The factors are dependent on 
each other. As a result the system becomes complex. For complex dynamical systems, 
conventional methods have limited contribution in modeling and controlling such systems. 
So a new technique is required for developing and analyzing such system. Some 
investigators have used fuzzy cognitive Map (FCM) to develop such a complex system. 
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Fuzzy cognitive maps are symbolic representation for the description and modeling of a 
system. They consist of concepts which describe different aspects in the behavior of the 
system.The human experience and the knowledge of the operation of the system are used to 
develop the fuzzy cognitive map. An FCM illustrates the whole system by a graph showing 
the cause and effect along concepts and it is a simple way to describe the behavior of a 
system in a symbolic manner. FCM was first introduced by Kosko [10]. It has been 
introduced in decision analysis and operation research by Craiger et al [5]. Luo et al. [12] 
used a TFN-ANP based approach to evaluate virtual research center's comprehensive 
performance. Kyriakarakos et al. [11] introduced a fuzzy cognitive map petri nets energy 
management system for autonomous polygeneration microgrids. Papageorgiou et al. [14] 
presented a fuzzy cognitive based approach for predicting yield in cotton crop production. 
Elomda et al. [7] introduced an extension of fuzzy decision maps for multi-criteria decision 
making. 
        In a production system, there must be some risks in the business of profit/loss in 
the system. So analyzing risk of a system is very much essential. There are also some fuzzy 
risk analysis problems in different areas. Various methods are there to investigate fuzzy 
risk analysis in different areas. Ranking method of fuzzy number is an important 
techniques to evaluate risk analysis. Chen et al [3] introduced Fuzzy risk analysis based on 
ranking generalized fuzzy numbers with different left and right heights. Chen and Wang 
[2] presented the ranking fuzzy number using α  cuts, belief feature and signal/noise ratio 
for risk analysis of a manufacturing system. Chen and Sanguansat [4] introduced a new 
fuzzy ranking of generalized fuzzy number for risk analysis. Patra and Mondal [15] 
presented a new ranking method of generalized trapezoidal fuzzy numbers and applied it to 
evaluate the risk in diabetes problems. Also there are some similarity measure methods to 
evaluate the risk. Wei and Chen [17] presented a new similarity measure of generalized 
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers to perform a fuzzy risk analysis using linguistic term values. In 
2010 Xu et al. [19] also introduced a new similarity measure using COG point of two 
linguistic valued trapezoidal fuzzy numbers and a new arithmetic operator of linguistic 
values trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. Patra and Mondal [16] presented a new similarity 
measure method of generalized trapezoidal fuzzy numbers and applied it to evaluate the 
risk in a production system. Wu et al [18] presented risk analysis of corrosion failures of 
equipment in refining and petrochemical plants using fuzzy set theory. Markowski et al 
[13] used fuzzy logic to explosion risk assessment. 
 In spite of the above developments, there are some gaps in the development of fuzzy 
numbers and risk analysis of a production system using fuzzy cognitive map. In this regard, 
the present investigation has the following innovative features  
 

 • For the first time, double fuzzy number, )~,~,~(=
~~

321 aaaA  where  

1,2,3=),,,(=~
321 iaaaa iiii  is defined and used in a production system.  

 
 • Here fuzzy cognitive map has been used using the causal relationship among the 
components of a production system.  
 
• The risk values are connected with each factor of the production system.  
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  In any production system different factors are interrelated. If any of the factors is 
insufficient to fill up the requirement to run the production process then the system may fail 
to continue. Therefore there exist a risk in continuation of a production system 
corresponding to each and every factor connected with this production system. So the 
evaluation of risk is very important to continuation of a production system. 
       Again each and every factor associated with a production system have some 
numerical values. In real life these values are not crisp in nature i.e., they are fuzzy. Now 
risk is associated with each factor. Corresponding to a particular value of a factor there 
exist different risk values i.e., they are not crisp i.e., fuzzy in nature. As each factor is fuzzy 
valued so the concept of double fuzzy number is come to the risk value corresponding to 
each factor which is introduced in this paper. 
       In this paper a risk model has been established to analyze the risk of a production 
system using fuzzy cognitive map and a new type of fuzzy number is proposed by us which 
has been termed as double fuzzy number. Since a production system is dependent on 
various factors which are interrelated to each other, fuzzy cognitive map has been 
introduced to show the causal relationship between them. Using this causal relationship, a 
steady state of the system has been evaluated by introducing a threshold function for 
different factors. The risk values for the different factors have been calculated transforming 
the state value by a fuzzy transformation. As a result, the risk values are converted into the 
double fuzzy numbers. Considering different weights to the each factors, total risk is 
calculated. 
       The rest of the paper organized as follows. In section 2§ , some preliminaries ideas 
about triangular fuzzy number and its operations as well as FCM are discussed. In section 

3§ , proposed double fuzzy number and its operations are described. In section 4§ , risk 

models have been constructed using FCM and double fuzzy number. In section 5§ , a 
numerical example has been given and illustrated the risk in both models and in section 

6§ , a conclusion has been followed.  
 
2. Preliminaries  
2.1. Triangular fuzzy number and its operations 

Triangular Fuzzy Number (TFN):  A TFN A
~

 is specified by the triplet ),,( 321 aaa  

and is defined by its continuous membership function [0,1]:)(~ →Fx
A

µ  as follows  

 















≤≤
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≤≤
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otherwise
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~µ                                (1) 

 Some Operations in Fuzzy Numbers: Assume that there are two trapezoidal fuzzy 

numbers ),,(=
~

111 cbaA  and ),,(=
~

222 cbaB  where 111 cba ≤≤  and 222 cba ≤≤ , 

then some arithmetic operations between two triangular fuzzy numbers A
~

 and B
~

 are 
defined as follows: 
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(1) The additional operator denoted by ⊕  of A
~

 and B
~

 is defined as  

 ),,(),,(=
~~

222111 cbacbaBA ⊕⊕  

 ),,(= 212121 ccbbaa +++  

 (2) The substraction operator denoted by !  of A
~

 and B
~

 is defined as  

 ),,(),,(=
~~

222111 cbacbaBA −-  

 ),,(= 212121 acbbca −−−  

 (3) The multiplication operator denoted by ⊗  of A
~

 and B
~

 is defined by  

 ),,(),,(=
~~

222111 cbacbaBA ⊗⊗  

 ),,(= 212121 ccbbaa  

 (4) The divisional operator denoted by %  of A
~

 and B
~

 is defined as  

 ),,(),,(=
~~

222111 cbacbaBA %%  

 )/,/,/(= 212121 acbbca  

 The risk value is always lies between 1][0 . For this reason some operations of triangular 
fuzzy numbers are denoted as follows. Assume that there are two triangular fuzzy numbers 

),,(=
~

111 cbaA  and ),,(=
~

222 cbaB  where 10 111 ≤≤≤≤ cba  and 

10 222 ≤≤≤≤ cba , then some arithmetic operations between two triangular fuzzy 

numbers A
~

 and B
~

 are defined as follows:[18]  

(1) The additional operator denoted by ⊕  of A
~

 and B
~

 is defined as  

 ),,(),,(=
~~

222111 cbacbaBA ⊕⊕  

 ),,(= 212121212121 ccccbbbbaaaa −+−+−+  

 (2) The substraction operator denoted by !  of A
~

 and B
~

 is defined as  

 ),,(),,(=
~~

222111 cbacbaBA ⊕!  

 ,0}){(,0},{(),0},{((= 212121 acmaxbbmaxcamax −−−  

 (3) The multiplication operator denoted by ⊗  of A
~

 and B
~

 is defined by  

 ),,(),,(=
~~

222111 cbacbaBA ⊗⊗  

 ),,(= 212121 ccbbaa  

 (4) The divisional operator denoted by %  of A
~

 and B
~

 is defined as  

 ),,(),,(=
~~

222111 cbacbaBA %%  

 )/,/,/(= 212121 acbbca  

 




otherwise

baifba
bawhere

1,

<,/
=/

 

2.2. Fuzzy cognitive map 
A Fuzzy cognitive map (FCM) ,14][5,7,10,11  represents a graphical causal relationship 
of all attributes known as concepts in a system. It was originally introduced by Kosko [10] 
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as an extension of cognitive map model. In this model there are some concepts known as 
nodes and some causal relations associated with each edge. Each edge 

associated with a number known as weight 

relation between the concepts 

crisp number that ranges over 

weight ijw  equal to 0  

and jC , )(ii  0>ijw  

(decrease) in jC , )(iii

decrease (increase) in C

where each node indicates the concept and each directed edge indicates it causal 
relationships.  

  
The influence of a specific concept to other concepts can be calculated using the following 
equation  

 =1)(t
iA +

  The coefficient 2k  represents the proportion of the contribution of the previous value of 

the concept in the computation of a new value. 

interconnected concepts in the configuration of the new value of the concept 

paper, it is considered that the influence of the previous value of each concept is very high 
and it is supposed that k

a great influence in the determination of new value. Hence the value of 
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as an extension of cognitive map model. In this model there are some concepts known as 
me causal relations associated with each edge. Each edge 

associated with a number known as weight )( ijw  which determines the degree of causal 

relation between the concepts iC  and jC . The weight for any interconnection is simply a 

crisp number that ranges over 1,1][− . Three possible states arise there such as 

 indicates that there is no relationship between two concepts 

 indicates that the increase (decrease) in iC  leads to increase 

)  0<ijw  implies that the increase (decrease) in 

jC . A graphical representation of FCM has been given in Figure 

where each node indicates the concept and each directed edge indicates it causal 

Figure 1:  Simple Fuzzy cognitive map 

The influence of a specific concept to other concepts can be calculated using the following 

)(= )(
2

)(

1,=
1

t
iji

t
j

n

ijj

AkWAkf +∑
≠

 

represents the proportion of the contribution of the previous value of 

the concept in the computation of a new value. 1k  represents the influence of the 

interconnected concepts in the configuration of the new value of the concept 

paper, it is considered that the influence of the previous value of each concept is very high 
1== 21 kk . This means that the previous value of each concept has 

a great influence in the determination of new value. Hence the value of 

 

as an extension of cognitive map model. In this model there are some concepts known as 
me causal relations associated with each edge. Each edge ),( ji CC  is 

which determines the degree of causal 

. The weight for any interconnection is simply a 

. Three possible states arise there such as )(i  the 

indicates that there is no relationship between two concepts iC  

leads to increase 

implies that the increase (decrease) in iC  leads to 

. A graphical representation of FCM has been given in Figure 1 

where each node indicates the concept and each directed edge indicates it causal 

 

The influence of a specific concept to other concepts can be calculated using the following 

represents the proportion of the contribution of the previous value of 

represents the influence of the 

interconnected concepts in the configuration of the new value of the concept iA . In this 

paper, it is considered that the influence of the previous value of each concept is very high 
. This means that the previous value of each concept has 

a great influence in the determination of new value. Hence the value of iA  for each 
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concept iC  can be calculated as 

 

 )(= )()(

1,=

1)( t
iji

t
j

n

ijj

t
i AWAfA +∑

≠

+                                      (2) 

 where 1+t
iA  is the value of the concept iC  at time 1)( +t  and t

iA  is the value of the 

concept iC  at time t  and jiW  is the interconnection from the concept jC  to iC . f  

is the threshold transformation function that is used to normalized concept values to a 
certain binary or bipolar ranges. These threshold function may be different such as 
Hard limit function  

 [0,1]
1<0

11
=)( ∈


 ≥

x
xfor

xfor
xf  

 Hyperbolic tangent function  
 )(tanh=)( xxf  

 1,1][))/(1(1= −∈+− −− xee xx  
 Logistic function  

 [0,1])1/(1=)( ∈+ − xexf x  
  The threshold function operates until the steady state arises. The simplicity of FCM 
model becomes apparent from its mathematical representation and operation. Suppose 
FCM is consisted of n  concepts. It is mathematically represented by a n×1  state vector 
A  which gathers the value of n  concepts by an nn×  weight matrix W . Then the 
fuzzy cognitive map operation with compact mathematical model described in equation 1 
transform into the following form  

 )(= )()(1)( ttt AWAfA ++                                             (3) 

 Therefore equation (4)  computes a new state vector 1)( +tA .  
 
3. Double fuzzy number 
Definition: Double fuzzy number: A fuzzy number is called double fuzzy number if any 

point of this fuzzy number is also fuzzy number and it is denoted as A
~~

. 

For example )~,~,~(=
~~

321 aaaA  is known as triangular double fuzzy number whose 

membership function is defined as  
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 where ),,(=~),,,(=~),,,(=~
333231323222121312111 aaaaaaaaaaaa  are also triangular 
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fuzzy number and the membership values of ia 's are defined as  
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 1,2,3.=i  
 
The triangular fuzzy number can be also written as  

)),,(),,,(),,,((=
~~

333231232221131211 aaaaaaaaaA  The graphical representation of 

triangular double fuzzy number is given in the Figure 2  

 
Figure 2:  membership graph of triangular double fuzzy number 

Property 1. Let A
~~

 and B
~~

 are two triangular double fuzzy numbers where 

)),,(),,,(),,,((=
~~

333231232221131211 aaaaaaaaaA  and  

)),,(),,,(),,,((=
~~

333231232221131211 bbbbbbbbbB   

with the conditions 10 321 ≤≤≤≤ iii aaa , 10 321 ≤≤≤≤ iii bbb , 1,2,3=i  and 

jiij aa 1+≤ , jiij bb 1+≤ , 1,2=i  & 1,2,3=j  then the sum of these two triangular double  

fuzzy numbers is given 

222221212121131313131212121211111111 ,(),,,((=
~~~~

bababababababababaBA +−+−+−+−+⊕
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)),,(),, 333333333232323231313131232323232222 bababababababababa −+−+−+−+−  

 

Proof: Let )),,(),,,(),,,((=
~~

333231232221131211 aaaaaaaaaA and  

)),,(),,,(),,,((=
~~

333231232221131211 bbbbbbbbbB  are two triangular double fuzzy numbers 

where 10 321 ≤≤≤≤ iii aaa  and 10 321 ≤≤≤≤ iii bbb , 1,2,3=i . 

Consider that ),,(=~
321 iiii aaaa  and ),,(=

~
321 iiii bbbb , 1,2,3=i . Now, ia~  and ib

~
 are 

two triangular fuzzy numbers, so  

 1,2,3=),,,(=
~~

333322221111 ibababababababa iiiiiiiiiiiiii −+−+−++  

 Since 0, ≥ijij ba  and 1≤ija , so 01 ≥− ija  for 1,2,3=, ji . Hence  

 0)(1= ≥−+−+ ijijijijijijij abababa  

 Again 1, ≤ijij ba  then  

 1=1.1)1(1 −+≤−+ ijijijij baba  

 i.e., 10 ≤−+≤ ijijijij baba . 

Therefore the sum of A
~~

 and B
~~

 is  

 )
~~,

~~,
~~(=

~~~~
332211 bababaBA +++⊕  

222221212121131313131212121211111111 ,(),,,((= bababababababababa +−+−+−+−+  

)),,(),, 333333333232323231313131232323232222 bababababababababa −+−+−+−+−  

Property 2. Let A
~~

 and B
~~

 are two triangular double fuzzy numbers where 

)),,(),,,(),,,((=
~~

333231232221131211 aaaaaaaaaA  and  

)),,(),,,(),,,((=
~~

333231232221131211 bbbbbbbbbB   

with the conditions 10 321 ≤≤≤≤ iii aaa , 10 321 ≤≤≤≤ iii bbb , 1,2,3=i  and 

jiij aa 1+≤ , jiij bb 1+≤ , 1,2=i  & 1,2,3=j  then the substraction of these two triangular 

double fuzzy numbers is given by  

,0),((,0)),(,0),(,0),(((=
~~~~

2321311332123311 bamaxbamaxbamaxbamaxBA −−−−−  

,0)))(,0),(,0),((,0)),(,0),( 11331232133121232222 bamaxbamaxbamaxbamaxbamax −−−−−
 

Proof: Let )),,(),,,(),,,((=
~~

333231232221131211 aaaaaaaaaA   

and )),,(),,,(),,,((=
~~

333231232221131211 bbbbbbbbbB  are two triangular double fuzzy 

numbers where 10 321 ≤≤≤≤ iii aaa  and 10 321 ≤≤≤≤ iii bbb , 1,2,3=i . 

Consider that ),,(=~
321 iiii aaaa  and ),,(=

~
321 jjjj bbbb , 1,2,3=, ji . Now, ia~  and jb

~
 

are the triangular fuzzy numbers, so  
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1,2,3=,,0)),(,0),(,0),((=
~~

132231 jibamaxbamaxbamaxba jijijiji −−−−  

 Now 10 ≤≤ ija  and 10 ≤≤ klb  for 1,2,3=,,, lkji . So  

0=,0)( klij bamax −  when klij ba ≤  

0>=,0)( klijklij babamax −−  when klij ba >  

The value of klij ba −  is maximum when the value of ija  is maximum i.e., 1 and the 

value of klb  is minimum i.e., 0 . Hence the maximum value of klij ba −  is 1 i.e., 

1≤− klij ba . Therefore, for all cases 1,0)(0 ≤−≤ klij bamax  

So the difference between A
~~

 and B
~~

 is given by  

 )
~~,

~~,
~~(=

~~~~
132231 bababaBA −−−-  

,0),((,0)),(,0),(,0),(((= 2321311332123311 bamaxbamaxbamaxbamax −−−−  

,0)))(,0),(,0),((,0)),(,0),( 11331232133121232222 bamaxbamaxbamaxbamaxbamax −−−−−

Property 3. Let A
~~

 and B
~~

 are two triangular double fuzzy numbers where 

)),,(),,,(),,,((=
~~

333231232221131211 aaaaaaaaaA  and  

)),,(),,,(),,,((=
~~

333231232221131211 bbbbbbbbbB   

with the conditions 10 321 ≤≤≤≤ iii aaa , 10 321 ≤≤≤≤ iii bbb , 1,2,3=i  and 

jiij aa 1+≤ , jiij bb 1+≤ , 1,2=i  & 1,2,3=j  then the multiplication of these two 

triangular double fuzzy numbers is given by  

))*,*,*(),*,*,*(),*,*,*((=
~~~~

333332323131232322222121131312121111 bababababababababaBA⊗

Proof: Let )),,(),,,(),,,((=
~~

333231232221131211 aaaaaaaaaA   

and )),,(),,,(),,,((=
~~

333231232221131211 bbbbbbbbbB  are two triangular double fuzzy 

numbers where 10 321 ≤≤≤≤ iii aaa  and 10 321 ≤≤≤≤ iii bbb , 1,2,3=i . 

Consider that ),,(=~
321 iiii aaaa  and ),,(=

~
321 iiii bbbb , 1,2,3=i . Now, ia~  and ib

~
 are 

the triangular fuzzy numbers, so  

 1,2,3=),*,*,*(=
~

*~
332211 ibabababa iiiiiiii  

 Now 10 ≤≤ ija  and 10 ≤≤ ijb  for 1,2,3=, ji . So 1*0 ≤≤ ijij ba  

Hence the multiplication of A
~~

 and B
~~

 is  

 )
~

*~,
~

*~,
~

*~(=
~~~~

332211 bababaBA ⊗  

))*,*,*(),*,*,*(),*,*,*((= 333332323131232322222121131312121111 bababababababababa
 

Property 4. Let A
~~

 and B
~~

 are two triangular double fuzzy numbers where 
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)),,(),,,(),,,((=
~~

333231232221131211 aaaaaaaaaA  and  

)),,(),,,(),,,((=
~~

333231232221131211 bbbbbbbbbB  with the conditions  

10 321 ≤≤≤≤ iii aaa , 10 321 ≤≤≤≤ iii bbb , 1,2,3=i  and jiij aa 1+≤ , jiij bb 1+≤ , 

1,2=i  & 1,2,3=j  then the division of these two triangular double fuzzy numbers is 
given by  

 ))/,/,/(),/,/,/(),/,/,/((=
~~~~

113312321331212322222321311332123311 bababababababababaBA%  

 
/ , <

/ =
1,

a b if a b
where a b

otherwise





 

Proof: Let  

)),,(),,,(),,,((=
~~

333231232221131211 aaaaaaaaaA   

and )),,(),,,(),,,((=
~~

333231232221131211 bbbbbbbbbB  are two triangular double fuzzy 

numbers where 10 321 ≤≤≤≤ iii aaa  and 10 321 ≤≤≤≤ iii bbb , 1,2,3=i . 

Consider that ),,(=~
321 iiii aaaa  and ),,(=

~
321 jjjj bbbb , 1,2,3=, ji . Now, ia~  and jb

~
 

are the triangular fuzzy numbers, so  

 1,2,3=,),/,/,/(=
~

/~
132231 jibabababa jijijiji  

 Now 10 ≤≤ ija  and 10 ≤≤ klb  for 1,2,3=,,, lkji . Consider that 1=/ klij ba  when 

klij ba ≥ . So 1/0 ≤≤ klij ba  for all 1,2,3,4=,,, lkji , since 0, ≥klij ba . Hence the 

division of A
~~

 and B
~~

 is  

 )
~

/~,
~

/~,
~

/~(=
~~~~

132231 bababaBA%  

))/,/,/(),/,/,/(),/,/,/((= 113312321331212322222321311332123311 bababababababababa  

  

Property 5. Let )),,(),,,(),,,((=
~~

333231232221131211 aaaaaaaaaA  be a triangular double 

fuzzy number then the defuzzyfied value d  of this triangular double fuzzy number is 

given by )(
9

1
333231232221131211 aaaaaaaaa ++++++++  

Proof: Let )),,(),,,(),,,((=
~~

333231232221131211 aaaaaaaaaA  be a triangular double fuzzy 

number and 1,2,3=),,,(=~
321 iaaaa iiii . Since ia~ 's are the triangular fuzzy number then 

the defuzzyfied value of ia~ 's are 1,2,3=)/3,( 321 iaaa iii ++ . Hence the defuzzified 

value )(d  of A
~~

 is calculated as  

 
3

~~~
= 321 aaa

d
++
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3

)/3()/3()/3(
= 333231232221131211 aaaaaaaaa ++++++++

 

 )(
9

1
=.,. 333231232221131211 aaaaaaaaadei ++++++++  

 
4. Risk model formulation with the linguistic weights using fuzzy cognitive map in a 
production system 
The study of risk in a production system is very important. In this paper a production 
system is considered which is connected with different factors such as )(i  availability of 

produced item )( 1C , )(ii  demand of the produced item )( 2C , )(iii  availability of raw 

materials )( 3C , )(iv  quality of raw materials )( 4C , )(v  transportation cost associated 

with the system )( 5C , )(vi  expertiseness of labours )( 6C , )(vii  selling price of the 

item )( 7C  and )(viii  quality of the produced item )( 8C  of the system. All these factors 

are dependent on each other. Any change in one factor has some effect on other factors i.e., 
if one factor increases then other factors may increase or decrease or may simultaneously 
be without any effect. For example   
1.  If 3C  increase, the cause could be a fairly high level of increase of 1C  and a low 

level of increase of 5C .  

2.  If 1C  increase, the cause could be a low level of decrease of 7C .  

3.  If 2C  increase, the cause could be a low level of increase of 7C .  

4.  If 4C  increase, the cause could be a high level of increase of 8C .  

5.  If 5C  increase, the cause could be a very low level of increase of 7C .  

6.  If 6C  increase, the cause could be a fairly low level of increase of the 1C  and a very 

high level of increase of 5C .  

7.  If 7C  increase, the cause could be a very high level of decrease of 2C .  

8.  If 8C  increase, the cause could be a medium level of increase of the 2C .  

Since causal relationship among the factors have a loop structure, hence it may be difficult 
to find the value of any other factor directly when change in one or more of the factors are 
performed. In such situation after continuous changes among the factors due to its 
interrelationship, the system comes to a stable state after a certain time. To determine the 
stable state of the system, FCM has been used. So in this paper, these eight factors in the 
production system have been treated as different concepts ( iC , 1,2,...,8=i ). Generally 

the domain of any concept should be [0,1] in the parlance of FCM, but in the proposed 

problem the domain of any concept may be Rba ⊂],[  where 0, ≥ba . So it is necessary 

to normalize the real state values in [0,1]. For this purpose, a transformation function 

)(xg  has been defined as follows  
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 where the real value x
Now, as the risk in the system is dependent on the each factor of the system, then eight risk 
values corresponding to different concepts are considered here and that are denoted as 

for the concept iC , i

proposed system is described in Figure 
 

   
Figure 3: Fuzzy cognitive map of the system with linguistic 

  
considering these risk values of all factors, the total risk of the system is calculated as 
follows. 
 
Step 1: The initial state of the concepts have been considered as 

 ~[=
~0 xA

 where ix~ 's are triangular fuzzy numbers as 

where 0 21 ≤≤≤ iii xxx

real value of the concepts using the interface 
the system to their representative concept values in the FCM and vice versa. 
 
Step 2: The causal relationship between any two concepts are taken in the form of 
linguistic. Here these linguistic values have been considered as triangular fuzzy numbers. 
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 of any concept lies in the interval ][ ba . 
Now, as the risk in the system is dependent on the each factor of the system, then eight risk 
values corresponding to different concepts are considered here and that are denoted as 

1,2,...,8=i  respectively. The graphical representation of the 

proposed system is described in Figure 3  

Fuzzy cognitive map of the system with linguistic weights

considering these risk values of all factors, the total risk of the system is calculated as 

The initial state of the concepts have been considered as  

]~....~~
821 xxx                                                   

's are triangular fuzzy numbers as 1,2,...,8=),,,(=~
321 ixxxx iiii

13 ≤i . The value of ijx  are obtained after thresholding the actual 

real value of the concepts using the interface g  which transforms the natural measures of 
the system to their representative concept values in the FCM and vice versa. 

The causal relationship between any two concepts are taken in the form of 
linguistic. Here these linguistic values have been considered as triangular fuzzy numbers. 

                                                       (6) 

Now, as the risk in the system is dependent on the each factor of the system, then eight risk 
values corresponding to different concepts are considered here and that are denoted as ir  

respectively. The graphical representation of the 

 

weights 

considering these risk values of all factors, the total risk of the system is calculated as 

                                                  (7) 

1,2,...,8. 

are obtained after thresholding the actual 

which transforms the natural measures of 
the system to their representative concept values in the FCM and vice versa.  

The causal relationship between any two concepts are taken in the form of 
linguistic. Here these linguistic values have been considered as triangular fuzzy numbers. 
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The weights given to each causal relation between any two given concepts in linguistic 
form can be determined in the following matrix form  
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282221

181211
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~..~~

=
~

www

www

www

W                                      (8) 

 where ijw~ 's are linguistic in nature determined by the decision maker and denoted by 

triangular fuzzy number ),,(=~
ijijijij cbaw , ijijij cba ≤≤ , when the value of the concept 

jC  increases with the increase of the concept iC . Again when the value of the concept 

jC  increases with the decrease of the concept iC  then ),,(=~
ijijijij abcw −−− .  

 
Step 3: Now any change in concept value has some effects on other concept values. So the 

state vector 1)(~ +tA  at any time 1+t  can be determined from the previous state vector 
)(~ tA  at time t  as follows  

 )
~~~

(=
~ )()(1)( ttt AWAfA ++                                            (9) 

 In this simulation procedure a steady state arise after a certain time. To get the steady state 
of the system, the following threshold function has been used  

 )
1

1
,

1

1
,

1

1
(=),,(

321
321

ixixixiii
eee

xxxf −−− +++
                    (10) 

 
Step 4: At the steady state, concept values are converted to their real measures and that will 
be a triangular fuzzy number. Now risk is connected to each concept, so the risk interval for 
each concept iC  is determined as )],,(),,,[( 232221131211 iiiiii kkkkkk , 1,2,...,8=i . 

 
Step 5: The risk value corresponding to a fixed concept value may be different i.e., fuzzy. 
So to convert the concept values to the risk values, two fuzzy transformations 

1][0]
~~[:

~ →baφ  and 1][0]
~~[:~ →baψ  have been defined as follows  
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 when risk value increase with the decrease of the concept value and  
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 when risk value increase with the increase of the concept value.  
 

Step 6: The risk values ir
~~  obtained in the step 5 are obviously double fuzzy in nature. 

Let ),,(=
~

321 iiii wwwW  is the weight of a concept iC , then the normalized weight of the 

concept iC  can be obtained as  

 ),,(=
~
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′                                       (13) 

 

And the total risk R
~~

 of the system can be determined as  

 ii
i

rWR
~~*

~
=

~~ 8

1=

′∑                                                       (14) 

 
Step 7: The total risk of the system can be measured by the defuzzyfication of the double 

fuzzy number R
~~

 as described in property 5. 
 
5. Numerical illustration 
In a production system, it is considered that the system can produce items in the range of 

1000][0  in any instant of time. There is also have a demand of the item in the range of 

900][0  at that time instant. There exists the availability of raw materials in the range of 

1000][500  unit. Now the quality of available raw materials belongs in the range of 

1][0  and the transportation cost in the system is in the range of 40][30  per unit 

item. Expertiseness of the labours is in the range of 1][0 . Selling price of an item is in 

the range of Rs 600][500 . Quality of the produced item is in the range of 1][0 . 
Each factor in the system has some risk in profit. Now the risk interval of different factors 
are given below 
Availability of produced item: 50)](800,825,8550),[(500,525,   

Demand of the item: 00)](750,775,8500),[(450,475,   

Availability of raw materials: 50)](900,925,9650),[(600,625,   

Quality of available raw materials: 0.95)](0.85,0.9,,0.6),[(0.5,0.55   

Total transportation cost: ](38,39,40)),[(30,31,32   

Expertiseness of the labours: 0.95)](0.85,0.9,,0.7),[(0.6,0.65   

Quality of the produced item: 0.95)](0.85,0.9,,0.6),[(0.5,0.55   

Selling price of an item: 00)](580,590,6520),[(500,510,  
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Let a production system will start with such causal relationship described in Figure 3. Our 
aim is to find out the steady state of the system under such type of relationships among the 
concepts. For this purpose, it is considered that the initial state of the system is  

0.25)(0.15,0.2,0.85)(0.75,0.8,0.65)(0.55,0.6,0.85)(0.75,0.8,,0.95)[(0.85,0.9=
~0A  

 0.75)](0.65,0.7,0.6,0.65)0.9)(0.55,(0.8,0.85,                    (15) 
 The linguistic values of the weights are represented as triangular fuzzy numbers which are 
shown in Table-1. 
 

linguistic variable   Triangular fuzzy number  
extremely low (EL)  )(0,0.1,0.2   
very low (VL)   .3)(0.1,0.2,0   
low (L)   .4)(0.2,0.3,0  
fairly-low (FL)   .5)(0.3,0.4,0  
medium (M)   .6)(0.4,0.5,0  
fairly-high (FH)  .7)(0.5,0.6,0  
high (H)  .8)(0.6,0.7,0  
very-high (VH)  .9)(0.7,0.8,0  
extremely high (EH)  .0)(0.8,0.9,1   

 
Table1: Linguistic variables and its domains of triangular fuzzy number 

 

 For the described system, using the Table 1, the weight matrix W
~

 is found as  



































−−−

−−−

(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0).6)(0.4,0.5,0(0,0,0)

(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)0.7)0.8,0.9,((0,0,0)

.9)(0.7,0.8,0(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0).5)(0.3,0.4,0

(0,0,0).3)(0.1,0.2,0(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)

.8)(0.6,0.7,0(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)

(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0).4)(0.2,0.3,0(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0).7)(0.5,0.6,0

(0,0,0).4)(0.2,0.3,0(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)

(0,0,0)0.2)0.3,0.4,((0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)(0,0,0)

=
~
W (16) 

 Using the threshold function the equilibrium state is found as : 
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1C    2C    3C    4C   

14,0.836)(0.789,0.8   
25,0.662)(0.592,0.6

  

 
59,0.659)(0.659,0.6

  

 
59,0.659)(0.659,0.6  

5C    6C   7C   8C  

13,0.730)(0.696,0.7  59,0.659)(0.659,0.6
  

 
84,0.743)(0.621,0.6

  

 
65,0.881)(0.846,0.8  

Table- 2 : Values of the concepts after simulations 
 

From the above table it is observed that when the weights of the causal relationships of the 
concepts in the proposed model are triangular fuzzy numbers, then transforming the values 
of the concepts in Table 2  to real values of the system, following real values of the 

concepts are obtained: 36)(789,814,8=
~

1C , 96)(533,552,5=
~

2C , 

.5,829.5)(829.5,829=
~

3C , 59,0.659)(0.659,0.6=
~

4C , 13,37.3)(36.96,37.=
~

5C , 

59,0.659)(0.659,0.6=
~

6C , .4,574.3)(562.1,568=
~

7C , 65,0.881)(0.846,0.8=
~

8C . 

For the above concept values the risk values corresponding to different concept values are 
determined by the said transformation as  
 ))1133,0.252(0.0314,0.0.1133),(0,0.0314,14),((0,0,0.03=~

1r  

 67,1))(0.62,0.80),7433,0.992(0.5657,0.,967,0.816)((0.44,0.5=~
2r  

 
)473,0.482)(0.235,0.3,473,0.482)(0.235,0.3),3473,0.482((0.235,0.=~

3r  

 6886,1))(0.4244,0.6886,1),(0.4244,0..6886,1),((0.4244,0=~
4r  

 75,1))(0.53,0.7866,1),(0.513,0.7745,1),((0.496,0.=~
5r  

 964,1))(0.5457,0.964,1),(0.5457,0..964,1),((0.5457,0=~
6r  

 
))488,0.6317(0.179,0.37,0.5267),(0.116,0.23),1963,0.428((0.057,0.=~

7r  

 ))1529,0.416(0.0089,0.4),(0,0.1,0.3,0.1533),((0,0.0543=~
8r  

  The weights of the different concepts are taken as linguistic variables such as 1
~

W = High, 

2

~
W = Very High, 3

~
W = High, 4

~
W = Medium, 5

~
W = Low, 6

~
W = Fairly High, 7

~
W = 

Medium, and 8

~
W = High. Considering the triangular fuzzy value of the linguistic variables, 

the normalized weights of the concepts are calculated as  

 1458,0.2)(0.1071,0.=
~

1W ′  

 667,0.225)(0.125,0.1=
~

2W ′  

 1458,0.2)(0.1071,0.=
~

3W ′  

 1042,0.15)(0.0714,0.=
~

4W ′  
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 0625,0.1)(0.0357,0.=
~

5W ′  

 125,0.175)(0.0893,0.=
~

6W ′  

 1042,0.15)(0.0714,0.=
~

7W ′  

 1458,0.2)(0.1071,0.=
~

8W ′  

  Now the total risk in the double fuzzy form has been obtain as  
 

,0.6517))(0.2,0.4093),3837,0.628(0.1865,0.03),.3533,0.58((0.1687,0=
~~
R  
  Now defuzzyfing the above risk value, the total risk in the system is found as 

0.3957=R . 
Therefore the risk of the proposed model is 0.3957 when such type of relationship 
among the factors exists as described in the proposed production system. 
 
6. Conclusion 
The idea of double fuzzy number has been introduced in this paper with some operations 
on it. A production system has been considered to analyze the risk associated with the 
system. The risk of any production system depends on various factors involved in the 
system. In a production system, the factors such as availability of produced item, demand 
of the produced item, availability of raw materials, quality of raw materials, transportation 
cost associated with the system, expertiseness of labours, selling price of the item, quality 
of the produced item are interconnected with one another. So the fuzzy cognitive map has 
been considered in this paper. The causal relationship among the factors i.e., the concepts 
have been considered as linguistic. Here a model has been considered and solved by fuzzy 
cognitive maps. A numerical example has been presented to illustrate the analysis of the 
risk of the system using the proposed double fuzzy number. 
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